Dear Student:

We have made arrangements with Trippi’s Uniform Inc, to provide the official Graduate Entry Pathway uniforms. The following is a complete list of uniform needs and special pricing. Please take the attached form with you to Trippi’s for sizing. Please note order by date below.

Trippi’s Uniform Inc
268 Boston Turnpike (RT 9)
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Phone # 508 755-4721

**UNIFORM LIST**

1. Scrub Jacket Navy with GSN patch on left sleeve of jacket (1 jacket)
   - #4350-NA VW (Women’s XS – XL) **23-779** Cost $25.00
   - #4450-NA VW (Men’s S-XL) **24-667** Cost $25.00

2. Scrub Top Khaki with GSN Logo on left sleeve of top (2 tops)
   - #4700-KAKW (XXS-XL) **35-763** Cost $18.00
   - (2X-3X) **35-764** Cost $20.00
   - #WW640-KAKW (XXS-XL – Fitted) **35-762** Cost $22.00

3. Scrub Pants Navy (2 pairs)
   - Cherokee #4100-NA VM (XXS-XL)- navy unisex drawstring **31-091** Cost $12.00
   - #4100-NA VM (2X-3X)- navy unisex drawstring **27-963** Cost $14.00
   - #4100-NA VW (XS-XL – petite)- navy unisex drawstring **23-137** Cost $12.00
   - #4101-NA VW (XS-XL – female)- navy regular fitted **23-471** Cost $16.00
   - #4101-NA VW (XS-XL – female)- navy petite fitted **23-472** Cost $16.00

**UNIFORMS MUST BE ORDERED BY JUNE 28TH TO BE SURE YOUR ORDER IS READY FOR AUGUST 15TH DELIVERY. ALL ORDERS MUST BE PRE-PAID AT THE TIME OF ORDERING.**

**ADDITIONAL UNIFORM REQUIREMENT**

**SHOES:** White, Brown or Black Leather Nursing Shoes with a closed heel and toe. Clean sneakers are acceptable, Must be neutral/solid color, fluid resistant and washable.

**REQUIRED EQUIPMENT**

**STETHOSCOPE:** The Littman Cardiology III or Littman Cardiology IV stethoscope is required. Available at Trippi’s (price on order form) or check out www.allheart.com for price comparison for the above stethoscopes.

**SPHYGMOMANOMETER:** (Blood Pressure Cuff) We require a manual cuff (not electronic). Do not get one with the stethoscope attached. Cost $17.00

**WATCH:** A water resistant watch that you can put on and take off easily, and with a good-sized easy-to-read dial with Arabic numbers and a sweeping second hand.

Also, Reflex Hammer, Pen Light, Bandage Scissors

If you have any question please feel free to contact Susan Young at 508-856-5756 or susan.young@umassmed.edu